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Wavefront-propagation simulations supporting the design of a time-delay compensating monochromator beamline at FLASH2 ] and ultrashort pulse duration (10-200 fs) in combination with a high repetition rate of up to 8000 pulses s À1 in burst mode (Ackermann et al., 2007; Faatz et al., 2016) . However, the SASE (self-amplified spontaneous emission) spectrum contains an inherent bandwidth on the order of typically 0.5-1% (Tanikawa et al., 2016) , and the average wavelength as well as other beam parameters fluctuate from pulse to pulse because of the stochastic nature of the SASE process. Monochromator beamlines that are based on a single diffraction grating are used to reduce the free-electron laser (FEL) bandwidth for high-resolution spectroscopy experiments (Martins et al., 2006; Gerasimova et al., 2011) ; however they come at a price. Because of the pulse front tilt introduced by the grating a temporal stretching of the photon pulse occurs, thus increasing the photon-pulse duration. The installation of a time-delay compensating monochromator (TDCM) that preserves the pulse length (beamline FL23) will bring new scientific opportunities for experiments requiring both a narrower bandwidth and ultrashort pulses, such as solid-state and surface physics.
The key task is to design the beamline such that it transports the soft X-ray radiation to the user experiment while preserving the FEL beam quality, i.e. high photon energy and ultrashort pulses. The present work aims to model and optimize the design concept described by Poletto et al. (2018) . By using wavefront simulations instead of ray tracing, further insights into the mechanical stability are provided and the optical quality required for each element can be defined. This is necessary to prevent obstacles during the construction, installation and operation of the monochromator beamline.
For many decades, ray-tracing codes have been used for the optical design of synchrotron beamlines, such as the ShadowOui code (Rebuffi & Sá nchez del Río, 2016; Sanchez del Rio et al., 2016) . Although codes based on geometrical optics work well for non-coherent radiation, they do not characterize the diffraction effects of coherent sources, like FELs. For these sources, scalar wavefront-propagation theory is a better approach since it considers coherence properties.
Wavefront-propagation simulations for large facilities are supported by various codes (i.e. PHASE) or frameworks based on SRW (Synchrotron Radiation Workshop) like Sirepo (Rakitin et al., 2017) or the WavePropaGator (WPG) package (Samoylova et al., 2016) . The latter was developed at the European XFEL for scientists involved in the optical design of FELs. It is an open source, user-friendly and very suitable tool to enhance the design of a new beamline. One important advantage of the WPG framework is that the definition of the implemented optical elements, e.g. elliptical mirrors, allows intuitive specification of the rotation angles. For other SRW frameworks, the coordinate system is based on the nominal output optical axis and the normal and tangential surface vectors. Considering this, we have upgraded WPG by including misalignments of the optics, i.e. yaw (), roll () and pitch () angles. As will be shown in the following, this new version provides simulations of the beam with better accuracy making the code a robust tool for determining the behavior of beam propagation in various beamline scenarios.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section, the optical design of the TDCM beamline and the description of the source parameters are presented. In Section 3, we describe the upgraded version of the WPG package. Lastly, in Section 4, the results of the simulations, including the effects of mirror surface roughness and optics misalignment on the beamline focus are discussed. Furthermore, footprint sizes of the beam at the first grating are also given.
2. Time-delay compensating monochromator 2.1. Optical design For many research areas that require a narrower bandwidth of the photon pulse than the natural bandwidth of FLASH, ultrashort pulse lengths (<50 fs) and a high peak brightness are still prerequisites. An ultrashort pulse length can be preserved using a two-grating monochromator design (Poletto et al., 2018) . To maximize the beamline throughput and transmission efficiency, the number of optical elements is minimized in the TDCM beamline. The TDCM utilizes six optical elements: a planar elliptical mirror (EM), two variableline-spacing gratings in reflection mode (G1 and G2), a slit (S), a planar mirror (PM) and a bendable Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) focusing system as shown in the sketch of the beamline in Fig. 1 . The FEL radiation impinges at 2.5 grazing incidence on the EM with a central radius of curvature of 528 m, placed 68.9 m away from the last undulators. The EM deflects the FEL beam horizontally into the new beamline FL23, illuminating the first grating and focusing the horizontally dispersed radiation onto the exit slit of the first monochromator stage. The EM has a demagnification factor of 5.7. Two sets of gratings are envisaged within this monochromator stage: one covers the range for short wavelengths ( = 1.2-6 nm) and one for longer wavelengths ( = 6-20 nm). The former has a central groove density of 600 mm À1 and the latter one has a groove density of 150 mm
À1
. Space for a third grating set is provided for future upgrades. A second set of gratings (with the same parameters) is installed behind the slit in the second monochromator stage, however with an important difference: the second grating is working in inside order configuration, whereas for the first grating the outside order is selected. In this way the optical path difference (OPD) introduced by the grating dispersion -and thus the pulse front tilt -can be compensated for all wavelengths. The OPD can be calculated according to Poletto et al. (2009) as Nm, where N is the number of grooves illuminated, m is the grating diffraction order and is the wavelength.
An additional advantage of this design is that the focus size of the KB optics is dependent only on the FEL source parameters, while the slit width can be varied with respect to the desired resolution and throughput without affecting the focal spot dimensions since the monochromator image at the exit slit is small compared with the slit width.
Upstream of G2, the PM brings the radiation upwards by 4 to compensate the vertical angle introduced by the KB optics. Thus, a horizontal photon beam is provided to the user experiments. The PM is positioned before the second grating keeping the beamline short enough to fit into the experimental Time-delay compensating monochromator optical layout, made up of an elliptical mirror (EM), two gratings in compensating order (G1 and G2), a slit (S), a planar mirror (PM) and a variable KB optical system. The typical KB focal length is 2 m.
hall. Finally, the photon beam is focused using KB optics developed by FERMI@Elettra (Raimondi et al., 2014) . The focusing system includes bendable mirrors equipped with three different coatings optimized to provide the highest transmission over the entire wavelength range: platinum (for the shortest wavelengths), nickel (wavelength range between 3.6 and 6 nm) and carbon (for the longer wavelengths). Planned upgrades of FLASH will permit working with the second and third harmonics of the shortest generated wavelength, $3.6 nm, obtaining usable wavelengths in the 1.2-2.4 nm range. Fig. 2 shows the expected total transmission of the beamline after the KB optics. Vertically, the photon-source size is imaged by the KB optics onto the beamline focus with a demagnification of 35 assuming a source position at the end of the FLASH2 undulator section. The horizontal demagnification, given by a factor of $23, is however obtained by the product of the demagnification of the EM and the ratio of the distances from the slit to the first KB mirror and the focus distance given by the first KB mirror. The total length of the TDCM beamline including all elements (start-to-end) is 20.05 m. A first design was presented by Poletto et al. (2018) and by . The user requirements are summarized in Table 1 .
Properties of the FLASH2 photon source
A consistent wavefront simulation requires precise characterization of the source. We have selected two features that are especially important for the design of the TDCM beamline: (i) the FEL spectrum and (ii) the beam divergence. With respect to the spectrum, even for the relatively narrow bandwidth of the FEL source, a monochromator is required to further reduce the bandwidth of the fundamental and/or filter out higher harmonics or, alternatively, the fundamental. Full attenuation of harmonics or undesired parts of the spectrum is difficult using solid filters or a gas-filled attenuator (Tiedtke et al., 2013) . For high-resolution spectroscopy, a resolving power on the order of =Á ' 2000-3000 is typically sufficient. According to the FEL parameters obtained during various experiments in 2018, the code GENESIS 1.3 (Reiche, 1999) was used to calculate the divergence, div , in mrad and the FEL spectrum. Fig. 3(a) shows a calculation of the FLASH2 spectrum for = 13 nm with a bandwidth of $0.5%. Fig. 3(b) shows the divergence for different wavelengths. The divergence obeys the following curve: divðFWHMÞ ¼ À0:59 2 þ 23 À 80, for wavelengths between 8 nm and 20 nm. Assuming that diffraction-limited radiation produces a Gaussian beam, the corresponding photon-source size values are calculated using FWHM = ð2Þ=ðÞ ' 70-80 mm (Huang et al., 2013) .
WPG framework
The WPG framework was developed at the European XFEL for beamline scientists at FELs (Samoylova et al., 2016) . The wavefront propagation is performed using the HuygensFresnel principle along the z direction, in a space defined by x and y coordinates. The Fourier optics approach is used to describe the interaction of the radiation with each individual optical element. The code provides information about intensity and phase, and includes the definition of optics used, e.g. elliptical, planar and spherical mirrors, gratings, etc. Gratings were simulated in zeroth order to speed up our calculations since the phase shift is not taken into account for the results Total transmission of the two KB mirrors at 2 incident angle for platinum, nickel and carbon. shown here. Measured data can be included to further characterize the optics, e.g. residual surface errors. The interactive framework package interfaces with Python scripts, offering the possibility of adapting the structure to each specific case. In the original version, WPG assumes a perfect alignment of the optics in the incident angle . We have implemented an upgrade in the code, allowing simulations containing misalignments in the optic positions with respect to the photon beam, i.e. in , and rotation angles. The upgraded version is a modification of the objects (functions) that describe reflecting surfaces, i.e. planar or elliptical mirrors. A new coordinate system is defined, where the direction of propagation z is specified for new x and y coordinates. The normal direction of optics is defined in coordinates n x , n y and n z , perpendicular to the optical surface defined by t x and t y . The new direction of propagation z 0 caused by misalignment can be expressed with the following coordinates for a mirror oriented vertically,
where d is the distance to the next optical element.
Results: wavefront simulation
Wavefront propagation through different optical elements is highly relevant for understanding the radiation behavior at FELs, where the radiation is spatially coherent. Ray-tracing calculations are not adequately precise in this case since they are limited to transversally incoherent beams. To optimize the design of the monochromator beamline, simulations need to account for diffraction effects. The design shall evaluate alignment tolerances, the footprint of the beam on the optics and deviations from the ideal optical surface (figure error) caused by the fabrication process. Overall, the versatility of the WPG framework for optimizing the TDCM beamline was very beneficial since the code includes important implementations: (i) the possibility to propagate the coherent FEL beam across mirrors with measured or simulated aberrated figure errors, (ii) it provides accurate footprints taking into account diffraction effects and (iii) the new upgraded version presented here supports movements in all axes and thus allows investigations of tolerances in the mirror alignment. In the following, the results of the studies with respect to the beamfootprint size at the first grating G1 as an example, effects of misalignment of the EM and the influence of mirror figure errors are presented.
Beam size in terms of the footprint
Manufacturing costs for a given optics can vary significantly depending on its physical dimensions. Thus, the calculation of the beam footprint on the optics is mandatory to determine the required length of the mirrors and gratings to maximize the beamline transmission. By calculating the FWHM of the beam on the surface of the optics, one obtains numbers that can be used to make a compromise between photon-energy losses, caused by clipping, and optical length available. For the FLASH2 monochromator beamline, the WPG simulations showed that the gratings are the elements in the beamline limiting the throughput most (see Table 2 ), therefore it was required to calculate the footprints at their position. To calculate these footprints, the values of divergence shown in Fig. 3(b) are used, i.e. div = 125 mrad at = 13 nm.
For long wavelengths (i.e. 20 nm) the footprint obtained on the grating was FWHM = 110 mm (also read as 4 ' 187 mm). A 200 mm length grating is suggested in order to cover at least 4 of the beam for larger wavelengths.
Effects of optics misalignments
WPG simulations show that misalignments of the EM with respect to and at the milliradian scale are negligible for the beam quality on the following grating G1 and the exit slit. However, rotations of the angle have a dramatic influence on the footprint shape and may produce, for instance, knifeedge diffraction effects if the beam encounters an optical edge. The angle misorientation has implications during the alignment of the beamline and it is important to quantify those effects. Based on these calculations, the precision on the mirror movements can be defined for the design process of the optical chambers. An experimental study in FLASH showed that angle misalignment require a precision in the microradian scale (Flö ter et al., 2010) . Fig. 4 compares the rotation effect for = 0.3 mrad using ray-tracing calculations performed with ShadowOui [ Fig. 4(a) ] and our WPG wavefront calculations [ Fig. 4(b) ]. While both figures show an asymmetry of the footprint, the WPG modeling shows the diffraction fringes at the edge of the mirror. Indeed, diffraction effects included in the wavefront calculations affect the quality of the central beam while raytracing calculations show instead a sharp edge that does not clip the central beam or has any other important impact on the beam properties. Adding slope error (RMS < 0.3 nm) to misaligned optics has almost no effect on the footprint profiles.
Influence of the mirror figure error on the focus quality
The mirror figure error is defined as the deviations of a mirror from an ideal optical surface. These deviations affect the wavefront quality of the beam and thus its propagation, causing an increase in the size of the focused beam. In order to classify the effects of the deviations versus the figure error, we determined the intensity distribution at the focus for three cases: (a) ideal optics, KB mirrors with a figure error RMS = 0.0 nm; (b) RMS < 0.3 nm, which is achieved for the optics in a similar system installed at FLASH beamline FL24; and (c) RMS < 0.6 nm, for demonstration of the effect in the wavefront propagation.
Since the calculations have been made prior to the fabrication of the mirror, we instead used a modified figure error of a similar focusing system installed in the beamline FL24. The optical system includes the figure error for two alignment mirrors in the tunnel of the FEL and the figure error for the PM downstream of the second grating G2. The accuracy of WPG was tested on the beamline FL24 with a Hartmann wavefront sensor, and good agreement between our simulations and the measurements was found (Kuhlmann et al., 2019) . Both the gratings and the EM are considered to have a perfect surface. For RMS = 0 nm, the figure error is equal to zero along all the surface of both KB mirrors. For the other two cases, i.e. RMS < 0.3 nm and RMS < 0.6 nm, the figure error was normalized to 0.3 nm and 0.6 nm, respectively. In all three cases, the figure error of the PM and the two alignment mirrors is RMS < 0.3 nm.
The time-delay compensating monochromator based on the WPG calculations produces a focus of 3.0 Â 2.0 mm (H Â V, FWHM) for = 13 nm and divergence div = 125 mrad (FWHM), as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Some small defects appear as a consequence of the asymmetries introduced by the PM slope error. Geometrically the KB optical system gives demagnification factors of 23 in the horizontal direction and 35 in the vertical direction, providing a geometrical focus comparable to our simulations for a source size of $70 mm.
The focus obtained with mirrors degraded by a profile RMS < 0.3 nm shows a decrease of the intensity in the main mode to 21%, while the rest of the energy is scattered into a number of side maxima. When the mirror quality is degraded even more strongly by a profile RMS < 0.6 nm, the effects become more and more pronounced and again a number of additional modes are generated in the focus. For larger wavelengths, although the number of modes is invariant, the distribution of the intensity becomes more and more inhomogeneous as shown in Fig. 6 .
Conclusions
The WPG framework has been upgraded to include the effects of misalignments of optical components within a beamline design. As presented for the time-delay compensating monochromator beamline proposed for FLASH2, wavefrontpropagation simulations allow optimization of the beamline transmission and show a much more realistic photon-beam energy distribution at the beamline focus for user experiments. Specifically, three effects were studied: (1) the footprints on the first grating G1, (2) the tolerances for misalignments in the , and angles of the EM, and (3) the RMS tolerances for the figure error of the KB mirrors. To obtain realistic results, calculations realized with GENESIS for the FLASH2 source and experimental data for divergence and photon spectra were incorporated into the simulations.
Calculations of the footprints at the first grating G1 showed a footprint of 78 mm (FWHM) at 13.5 nm and 110 mm (FWHM) for 20 nm. Based on these results we decided to use a 200 mm length grating to cover at least 4 of the beam for longer wavelengths.
The wavefront simulations also aimed at determining the tolerances for the alignment of the optical components, which thus have to be taken into account for the mirror-mount motions in the design process. As an example, and angles could be shown to be uncritical in the milliradian range for the movements of the EM; however, the movements of the angle needs to be controllable at the microradian scale, i.e. steps of 50 mrad or better. The concept for the movement of the mirror chambers at FLASH, which is based on moving the entire mirror chamber outside the vacuum, typically provides the required precision.
Regarding the figure error, RMS values of <0.3 nm are the errors available from mirror manufacturers. However, even this quality of the mirrors figure error shows some degradation of the density distribution and side maxima in the focus of our optical system, which may be relevant for some user experiments.
